Name

Department

College

Amount
Funded
$4,325.00

Matching
Funds
$500.00

Title of Proposal

25-word Summary

The Role of Timbre in Coaching
Clarinet Chamber Music
Milton Santos Geography Works

This grant would enhance our collection of reed quintet and clarinet choir repertoire to facilitate
research on timbre difference in same vs. mixed chamber ensembles.
I am requesting the purchase of 14 books by the Brazilian geographer Milton Santos. Santos'
definitive works chart the nature of space and how space is both conceived and created. I will use
his theoretical frameworks to complete my book manuscript on the territorial tactics and struggles
of three Afro-Brazilian communities in Bahia, Brazil.
I am requesting a one-year renewal for the Gale/Cengage database, "Indigenous Peoples: North
America." This database is the only electronic repository of the "Indian Mission Records of the
Moravian Church," which is the principal archival collection that I use in my research on music and
sound in Colonial mission contexts. Continuing access to the database would allow me to conduct
my research remotely from Tallahassee.
I request that Strozier acquire (full purchase) the on-line version of the standard edition and
translation of the gnostic texts discovered in Nag Hammadi, Egypt.
We proposed to acquire a number of films and reference books in order to maximize our research
capabilities in the Visual Media Analysis Program (VMAP).
Series E: Part 2 (reels 1-26) of Kenneth Stampp’s Records of Ante-bellum Southern Plantations
from the Revolution through the Civil War microfilm collection. Some of the best information for
the antebellum period comes from plantation records. These records offer information for both
the study of history and climatology.
The creation of a serious games, or games for social change, resource library that would allow
continued research of active entertainment-education modalities across disciplines.
Request to buy this 13-volume set which contains documents on the history of the Kurdish
population. This set is published within the scope of Cambridge Archive Editions.
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Moravian Mission Records in
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America"

Inscriptions of Ancient Athens
Fundamental Sources in
Contemporary Japanese
Narrative
Literature Online Database

With a Bradley grant, I would purchase seven printed collections of primary sources related to
early modern refugees. The first two books are accounts from sixteenth-century refugees living in
German cities. The next five are collections of court cases and treaties regarding refugee
accommodation. The Reformation sparked Europe's first refugee crisis, and these sources would
allow me to study this crisis in my second monograph.
I am requesting funding to purchase the most recent fascicles of the third edition of Inscriptiones
Graecae, to support my research in ancient Greek history, law, and writing.
Works of contemporary Japanese literature in the original Japanese by a comprehensive,
representative, and inclusive range of authors who have gained demonstrable critical acclaim.
I request a one-year subscription to the ProQuest database "English Drama", needed for the New
Oxford Shakespeare research project on collaboration, revision, and textural transmission.

